Goetz's findings to be presented today

Police probe info to jury

Now same as Soviets
Nixon loosens lock on China trade rules

Law faculty faces suit; hearing set

For Angela's freedom

Bomding moves to Laos as allies call cease-fire

Supervisors pled innocent in gifts case
Part II
Rationalization

Human liberation

Rationalization is necessarily a psychological process. A rationalization is a choice to trust a group of people through its leaders, to trust an organization, or to trust a group that can be rationalized. For example, if we were to consider a group of people who were being led by their leaders, we might trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. However, if we were to consider a group of people who were not being led by their leaders, we might not trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. In this way, we can see that rationalization is a psychological process that is based on our trust in a group of people.

In the case of women's liberation, we can see that rationalization is a psychological process that is based on our trust in a group of people. For example, if we were to consider a group of women who were being led by their leaders, we might trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. However, if we were to consider a group of women who were not being led by their leaders, we might not trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. In this way, we can see that rationalization is a psychological process that is based on our trust in a group of people.

In addition to being a psychological process, rationalization is also a sociological process. A sociological process is a process that is based on the social structure of a group of people. For example, if we were to consider a group of women who were being led by their leaders, we might trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. However, if we were to consider a group of women who were not being led by their leaders, we might not trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. In this way, we can see that rationalization is a sociological process that is based on the social structure of a group of people.

In short, we can see that rationalization is a psychological process that is based on our trust in a group of people. However, we can also see that rationalization is a sociological process that is based on the social structure of a group of people. Therefore, we can see that rationalization is a psychological and sociological process that is based on our trust in a group of people.

The problem that rationalization is a psychological and sociological process that is based on our trust in a group of people is that it is difficult to determine what is rational and what is not. For example, if we were to consider a group of women who were being led by their leaders, we might trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. However, if we were to consider a group of women who were not being led by their leaders, we might not trust their leaders to be truthful and honest. In this way, we can see that rationalization is a psychological process that is based on our trust in a group of people. However, we can also see that rationalization is a sociological process that is based on the social structure of a group of people. Therefore, we can see that rationalization is a psychological and sociological process that is based on our trust in a group of people.
Committee meets again today

Rights at 18 still undecided

Concerning the requirements for the job she said "We're interested in the guidance of people who have any interest in the
Committee." The student Development Committee which has Miss Higginbotham as a member is charged with helping
teachers and students to understand the requirements for the job.

The Student Development Committee (SDC) is a group that works to
promote the well-being of students and faculty by organizing events and activities, as well as providing resources and support.

Primary date to be set Wednesday

The SDC is also responsible for coordinating events like periods of "Job Experience," where students can gain practical experience in their chosen field.

CUE concert tickets now on sale

The SDC is working on organizing these events to ensure that they are accessible and engaging for all students.

CUE concert tickets now on sale

Tickets can be purchased through the university's ticketing website or at the box office.

The concert, sponsored by the Student Union, features popular performers and is expected to draw a large crowd.

According to CUE officials, the tickets have been in high demand, with sales exceeding expectations.

The concert is scheduled for next month and is expected to be one of the most highly anticipated events of the year.

Avalanche of adversity hits Heath's Britain

LONDON - An avalanche of adversity has hit Prime Minister Edward Heath's government. In the past week, the British Prime Minister has faced a series of challenges that have threatened his position as head of the Conservative Party. Heath, who has been in power since 1970, has been under pressure from within his party and from external forces, leading to a crisis within his administration.

The avalanche of adversity started with the resignation of several key ministers, including the Home Secretary and the Foreign Secretary. This was followed by a series of announcements that indicated a growing lack of support for the government within Parliament and the country.

The crisis has been exacerbated by a series of economic problems, including rising unemployment and inflation, which has eroded support for the government. Heath's popularity has declined, and his poll ratings have fallen to record lows.

The prime minister has faced criticism from within his own party, with members calling for his resignation. The opposition Labour Party has also been active, with leader Michael Foot calling for a new general election.

Heath's government has been in power since 1970, and the current crisis is the first time in his tenure that he has faced such a serious challenge. The prime minister has called for a "united front" and has reiterated his commitment to serving out his full term in office.

However, with the avalanche of adversity continuing, Heath's position as prime minister is under threat, and the future of his government remains uncertain.
Just the two of us

Says age contributes to shutting bus pollution

By STEVEN MAXWELL
Daily Iowan Staff Writer

"We know that buses in the canine shuttle programs are not as bad as once thought, but there is still some concern about the buses from younger children who are 19 years old and have no experience in driving.

The closer you get to the scene, the more I see the system has affected pedestrian safety. It's not just the safety of students, but the safety of pedestrians as well.

Dooley said his office is working on a bed of lettuce. He mentioned that it was also the case that many people and the buses give off less pollution than would the older, available buses. Extra buses should be in operation for the shuttle bus pollution.

Every Tuesday is CHILI DOG Day! Special Tuesday Price $1.99

Science-Fiction & Horror Film Society

PRIME RIB DINNER $3.55
Now Serving Lunches Alon, Fri., From 11:15 p.m. in the Dining Room
Prime Rib Lunch $1.25
Open Til 4:00 a.m. Sunday for breakfast

ANATOMIC GO-GO CONTEST
Every Tuesday Night in 9-30 P.M.
$1.00 TO THE WINNER
$3.00 to every girl who enters

LOCKER ROOM NOW OPEN
More Seating — Larger Dance Floor

Every Tuesday Night at 11:00 p.m.

Sportsman's Lounge
202 1st Avenue
Cedar Falls, Iowa

CHINA IS NEAR

That's what I like about Henry's

HENRY'S BEEF-N-BURGER
ACROSS FROM PHANTASIST
WE SERVE BREAKFAST 7 A.M.

Fish Sandwich
A tender, flaky cake of fish and our own special tartar sauce on a toasted bun. It's great!
Offer good:
Reg. 99c
Save 14c

TUES. WED. THURS.
Feb. 15, 16, 17

Grant Kelly
Tues., Feb. 15th — 7:00 pm
SEASON TICKET OR $5.00 AT DOOR
SHAMBAUGH

ASTRO
NOW...ENDS WED.
WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY/FRIDAY
SHOWS AT: 3-00 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
NOW...ENDS WED.
from the producer and the director of "DIABOLIK"

Robert Stigwood & MCA, Inc. presents
THE NATIONAL COMPANY
CONCURRENTLY PLANNING TO CAPTIVATING BUSINESS IN NEW YORK

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER & TIM RICE'S
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

CAST OF 50
INCLUDING FULL ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
Illinois Room
7:45 P.M.

THURSDAY, Feb. 17
Memorial Coliseum
6:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Adm. $6.50 & $5.50
Tickets Available at Wethstones, Memorial Coliseum, A by mail from Mem. Coliseum
His is a world of nickels and dimes

Just south of Argyle, Iowa, on Highway 218, one traveling the road has the great option of taking either the left or right fork of the road. The left fork goes into Keokuk, while to the right on County Road Y, a small toll bridge arches across the Des Moines River.

And in today's wallet world, the bridge remains a bargain. For only a dime one can save about 17 miles or half an hour's driving time on a trip into Missouri.

The 36 year old bridge is manned by four full-time bridge tenders, while another man works as a relief tender. The bridge is owned by a private company.

One of the tenders of the silver steel bridge is J.B. Christy, who has been operating the toll booth for five years. A 10-hour day is normal, but television, radio, a toilet and a rest room go together to help the time pass.

Although business usually isn't booming, Christy claims there have been days when his wife had to come to the rescue and help out. "Cars were lined up in both directions," he noted. "I can't really tell how many cars go through during a day," Christy said. "It depends a lot on the weather, and holidays are usually the busiest.

But Christy extended an invitation to motorists to take advantage of his anti-inflation toll, and at the same time the conversation he offers.

Photos by Hoyt E. Carrier II
**DI book review—**

**Peeples**: Very readable

The Many Mansions of San Peeples by Howard McKinnell

The book is an exploration of the San Peeples, a fictional family known for their outrageous behavior and excess. Howard McKinnell, the author, does an excellent job of capturing the spirit of the family through various anecdotes and situations involving the members.

**DI movie review—**

**Dogs**: Plenty of bite

San Pedro's Guide offers plenty of on-location action in its presentation of "Dogs," a novel adapted and directed by Joel Dorn, featuring a cast including David Sarnoff, Tito Guerini, and others.

However, San Pedro's Guide is not as strong as its predecessor, "Chinatown," which is receiving high praise. David Sarnoff is particularly outstanding in his role as an aristocratic bogeyman.

**DI record review—**

**Quietfire** gives fire

To feel secure without being too obvious, a woman in her early 20s, a man in his mid-30s, and a devoted pet owner move into the sprawling body world.

It is a peaceful and easy way to relax and the only routine thing in her life is the soft sound of the wind. A population of birds, Automotive Age, also finds a place in the story. It is a deep satisfaction to be part of the quiet and peaceful environment.

The story ends with the bird world quietly going about its business, the people enjoying their time, and the pet keeping busy.

**Campus notes**

**DI** is the North Lounge of San Pedro's Guide.

SLACK.

The position of the "national official" can be filled by anyone. Applications are available at the Sidewalk Office of San Pedro's Guide.

**GFL**

The Speakers Bureau of GFL offers various seminars on topics ranging from 10 to 15 days in the month. Applications are to be submitted to the Sidewalk Office of San Pedro's Guide.

**10 FREE PRINTS**

With purchase of a black & white print, you will receive 10 free-sized prints this same week.

Pegassus, Inc.

**1971**

**AQUARIUS**

JAN-FEB 18

**Chinese art lecture set for Feb. 20**

"Chinese Decorative Art" is a five-week series of talks by members of the University of Iowa Art History Department. The first lecture will be held at 6 p.m. on Feb. 20 in the Union East auditorium.

**Scott's 5/10 Store**

Tues-Thu-Sat noon, Sun-Thu-Sat 1:00-5:00

**A GIFT FOR MOTHER**

by P O S T E R S C H I L D E R ' S C H I L D E R S

**DI action—**

**SURVIVAL LINE**

SILENCE, MOREgan, MN.

**Advertise**

by P O S T E R S C H I L D E R ' S C H I L D E R S

**DI** is in the North Lounge of San Pedro's Guide.

HALL.

The position of the "national official" can be filled by anyone. Applications are available at the Sidewalk Office of San Pedro's Guide.

**GFL**

The Speakers Bureau of GFL offers various seminars on topics ranging from 10 to 15 days in the month. Applications are to be submitted to the Sidewalk Office of San Pedro's Guide.

**10 FREE PRINTS**

With purchase of a black & white print, you will receive 10 free-sized prints this same week.

Pegassus, Inc.

**1971**
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JAN-FEB 18

**Chinese art lecture set for Feb. 20**

"Chinese Decorative Art" is a five-week series of talks by members of the University of Iowa Art History Department. The first lecture will be held at 6 p.m. on Feb. 20 in the Union East auditorium.

**Scott's 5/10 Store**

Tues-Thu-Sat noon, Sun-Thu-Sat 1:00-5:00

**A GIFT FOR MOTHER**

by P O S T E R S C H I L D E R ' S C H I L D E R S

**DI action—**

**SURVIVAL LINE**

SILENCE, MOREgan, MN.

**Advertise**

by P O S T E R S C H I L D E R ' S C H I L D E R S
NEW YORK (AP) — Blood on college basketball courts this season is giving coaches a new worry.

"We're all nervous about it," Illinois coach Tim McDonald admitted in a telephone interview.

And Jim Penders of Lafayette has his own fears, too.

"My life has been dedicated to a sport surrounded with violence. I'm just hoping," said McDonald, referring to his team's 76-74 victory over Ohio State on Jan. 5.

McDonald, afraid of a recurrence of the frontal fight that sent two Kracken players to the hospital, has given up as much of his time to the same day that McDonald says his players are trying to defend themselves.

"I'll make sure he comes to the bench and throws in a punch, or automatically he comes out and nice in on the back, so they, ..." Penders added.

It has been tradition for McDonald to appear at the less dramatic of the ten major games wearing a blazer and smiling and waving to one under the court in the other.

But this season, as usual, McDonald didn't make the trip.

It was his team's place to fight in college basketball, or any other sport. The positive benefits of sports far outweigh the negative.

The question is how to involve them in the sport.

The Hawkeyes play at Purdue Tuesday and were equally unbeaten.

"It's just a rebellious age—that's why we're where we are," said Boyd.

"You get in a picture, and sometimes you get into something larger. I'm afraid of a repeat," says Boyd.

"In the last couple of years there have been too many姬血 cases and too many headlines."

"Someone is going to have to come out and make a difference."